Configuring Swing Eagle
to Suit Your Body
This is done in two parts. The first is just a rough configuration and the second is to make adjustments that
will permit Swing Eagle to suit your body exactly.

PART A: Rough configuration

1

Check that the
two Sliding
Height Adjusters
are set to the
6th hole. If not,
slide upwards
and place the
pins in the 6th
hole on both
sides.

3

2

Slot

Set the hoop
angle at 70°.
Ensure the angle
aligns with the
slot.

Set the Sliding
Bracket in the
middle of the
Radius Adjuster
Arm. In order
to enable it
to slide, the 2
Spring Loaded
Side Tabs
must be held
outwards.

Radius Adjuster Arm

Sliding Bracket

Spring Loaded
Tabs
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PART B: Configure Swing Eagle to suit you...

1

Set your swing radius: Grip your club and, keeping your head still, take a half
backswing.
Shorter players will find that the Midway setting, pulls you to the right and
therefore you must DECREASE the radius by moving the Club Holder Sliding
Bracket upwards. Medium height players may find that the Midway setting
is ok. Taller players will find that you must INCREASE the radius by moving
the Club Holder downwards.
When you have done this make a half through swing. You will have the correct
setting when you feel that your swing is neither cramped, nor wanting to pull
you laterally one way or the other. You can fine tune this after the next two
steps.

2

Sliding Height
Adjuster

The club head
is ideally about
40mm off the
floor. Do this
by adjusting the
Sliding Height
Adjuster. The
pins sit under
the Sliding
Height Adjuster.

3

40mm

You should now
be able to take
your normal stance
because the club will
be positioned as it
would be if you’re
playing a shot, the
only difference being
that it is 40 mm off
the floor. If the floor is
concrete we suggest
that you place a piece
of carpet on the
floor in case the club
comes into contact
with the floor.

Remember that you can continue to make small adjustments to suit your frame and your swing as you become
more familiar with Swing Eagle after following closely our teaching instructions on the Swing Eagle website.
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